
Teacher: Lynch Week of: 8/1-8/5  Q1 W2

Lesson Plan Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Anticipatory Set Writing: How to
deconstruct a prompt
YouTube video.

Science: Nonrenewable
Resources YouTube
video.

Writing: Good Writers,
How to Start a
Sentence? Video.
Science: Renewable
Resources YouTube
video.

Writing: Team timed
activity deconstruct this
writing prompt:
Write an essay
explaining how Libby's
mother
changes her attitude
toward the lessons from
the beginning of the
passage to the end.
Use
evidence from the
passage to support your
response.
Your writing will be
scored based on the
development of ideas,
organization of writing,
and language
conventions of
grammar, usage, and
mechanics.

Science: Stand up/sit
down quick activity. Is it
renewable or
nonrenewable? TTW
name a resource
students will stand if
they think it's renewable
or nonrenewable.

Writing: Video Writing
Prompt: You get a
mysterious box.
Science: Resource
video YouTube

Quiz/Test Day
Make-up Work
iReady minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OK4EP7-0CU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OK4EP7-0CU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OK4EP7-0CU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpEJnnpye-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpEJnnpye-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpEJnnpye-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQ1OwYu4GsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQ1OwYu4GsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQ1OwYu4GsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Giek094C_l4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Giek094C_l4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Giek094C_l4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46gdWq_2qyU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46gdWq_2qyU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46gdWq_2qyU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzzybh8_Ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzzybh8_Ago


Objective Standards Writing/Grammar:
W.4.2a Introduce a topic
clearly and group
related information in
paragraphs and
sections.
W.4.2b Develop the
topic with facts,
definitions, concrete
details, quotations, or
other information and
examples related to the
topic.
Science: E.4.10
Students will
demonstrate an
understanding of the
various sources of
energy used for human
needs along with their
effectiveness and
possible impacts.
Social Studies: G.4.1
Describe the physical
geography of
Mississippi
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Career Pathways Teacher (used with
School Gardens writing
passage)

Input Writing: TTW read the
passage Life Before
Smart Phones TTW
explain how
deconstructing a prompt
works and why it is
necessary.

Writing: TTW read
Banning Plastic Straws.
TTW discuss
deconstructing the
prompt.

Writing: TTW review
how to deconstruct a
prompt. TTW show
students an example of
a 3rd grade reading
prompt.

Writing: Students will
be working with their
groups from yesterday
to create a response to
the writing prompt using
the T-charts from
yesterday. TTW be
circulating the room
offering feedback and



assistance as needed.

Modeling Writing:
RACE Digital
Resources

TTW read the prompt
and model how to
deconstruct the prompt
and address all parts of
the question.

Writing: TTW model
pulling out key verbs,
nouns, and identify
mode of writing.
TTW answer the prompt
and model how to
construct a response.

Writing: TTW model
deconstructing the
prompt.

Writing: Students will
be working with their
groups from yesterday
to create a response to
the writing prompt using
the T-charts from
yesterday. TTW be
circulating the room
offering feedback and
assistance as needed.

Check for
Understanding

Writing:
Why do we need to
deconstruct a prompt?
What steps do we follow
to deconstruct a
prompt?

Writing: TTW ask for
questions and clarify.

Writing: TTW ask for
questions and clarify.

Writing: TTW ask for
questions and clarify.

Guided Practice Writing:
TTW: Go through each
of the parts of RACE
one at a time. TSW
respond to each of the
parts with the teacher’s
guidance.

Writing:
The teacher and
students will complete
The Mail Delivery
together.

Writing: In small groups
students will work
together to create a
T-chart showing what
they will be writing
about.

Writing: Students will
be working with their
groups from yesterday
to create a response to
the writing prompt using
the T-charts from
yesterday. TTW be
circulating the room
offering feedback and
assistance as needed.

Independent Practice Writing: TSW complete
First Day of Camp.
Science: Discussion
Questions after reading.

Writing: TSW complete
Cool School Clubs.
Science: Walk around
paragraph. TSW
complete a paragraph
using the RACE
strategy following the
directions on the slides.

Writing: TSW complete
School Gardens writing
response.
Science: Try it now
chart with reading
passage.

Writing:
Science: Exit ticket:
Why are renewable
resources so important?

Science: Stemscopes
Multiple Choice Quiz
Writing: Skateboarding
Band. Quiz on
deconstructing the
prompt and RACE
response writing.

Closure Writing:
Exit ticket: When
deconstructing a writing

Writing: Exit ticket:
What is the difference
between answering the

Writing:
Timed-pair-share: Why
is it important to

Writing: Exit ticket:
What have you learned
this week about

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qiiYBs1DfYtaPmqmZmdU2tIzPZYKCmtrRMiLnFwW-6w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qiiYBs1DfYtaPmqmZmdU2tIzPZYKCmtrRMiLnFwW-6w/edit?usp=sharing
https://app.acceleratelearning.com/scopes?page%5Bnumber%5D=1&page%5Bsize%5D=30&filter%5B0%5D%5Bvalue%5D%5B0%5D=837&filter%5B0%5D%5Bfield%5D=grades


prompt what keywords
do you look for in the
prompt?
Science: Exit Ticket:
What is a wind farm?

question and citing
evidence?
Science: Exit ticket:
Explain how one
renewable resource is
renewed.

deconstruct a writing
prompt?
Science: Exit ticket:
Explain why
nonrenewable
resources are
nonrenewable.

deconstructing a
prompt?
Science: Blooket
Review

Thinking Maps

Spelling Words: Short
and Long a
These words will be
used for 2 weeks in the
classroom.

blade     gray
past       quake
magic    delay
amaze   drain
maybe   break
sale       hang
stain      glass
raft        jail
crayon  fact
stale      steak

Review Words:
erase
class
plan
sprain

Challenge Words:
ashamed
remain
grasp
exact

Homework: Students
will have spelling choice
boards and will
complete one of the
spots nightly in their
spelling/vocabulary
journal.

Spelling Test All Words
no Sentence Dictations

Science Reading Science: A
Wind Farm in Texas
Discussion Questions
1-5

Slidshow and Walk
Around Paragraph

Stemscopes: Energy
Sources
Try now chart:
renewable and
nonrenewable
resources

Stemscopes: Energy
Sources
Try now chart:
renewable and
nonrenewable
resources continued

Social Studies Vocabulary words:
legend
compass rose
scale
Review Map Skills
Pages 10-11

Core Lesson 2: Regions
and Resources pages
12-15
Vocabulary: region,
natural resources,
climate

Core Lesson 2: Regions
and Resources pages
12-15 continued

Guided: Critical thinking
compare and contrast
#5
Independent: Lesson
Review #’s 1-3

Chapter 1 writing
activity: Write a
magazine article about
Mississippi’s geography.
Include a description of
the state’s borders,
landforms, resources,
and climate.

Grammar Focus:
Bellringer:
Punctuation, parts of
speech, capitalization

180 Days of Language
identifying parts of
speech, correcting
spelling, punctuation
and capitalization.

180 Days of Language
identifying parts of
speech, correcting
spelling, punctuation
and capitalization.

180 Days of Language
identifying parts of
speech, correcting
spelling, punctuation
and capitalization.

180 Days of Language
identifying parts of
speech, correcting
spelling, punctuation
and capitalization.

180 Days of Language
identifying parts of
speech, correcting
spelling, punctuation
and capitalization.

https://dashboard.blooket.com/set/60b0e264b0dfb3001e94fd73
https://dashboard.blooket.com/set/60b0e264b0dfb3001e94fd73
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Y7lRzPF-Sc3OZjxSBYCp4FwphndQqiD51Jz6AIs4sUM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Y7lRzPF-Sc3OZjxSBYCp4FwphndQqiD51Jz6AIs4sUM/edit?usp=sharing


Journal Writing What are some places
you visited this
summer? Describe your
favorite.

What is something you
get to do during the
school year that you
don’t get to do when
you are at home for the
summer? Explain.

Would you rather go
swimming or hiking?
Why?

What are you looking
forward to most this
school year? Why?

What is your favorite
school subject? Why?

● Journal Check


